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Resolutions for last 12 months. 

New to this report? Start here: learn what a resolution is and how it works 

Your failed resolutions report for the month 

This section of the report provides a list of DOI resolution attempts that failed (i.e. resolved to 

a Handle error page). This list is presented as a .csv file attached to the report email and 

contains both the failed DOI and number of failures. 

Your failed DOI resolutions for this month can be viewed in csv format. 

 

Prior to June 2020, we removed resolutions made by known machines (or, bots) using a 

monthly filtration process. Starting with the June 2020 resolution reports, we have removed all 

filters for this report and are presenting you with all monthly resolutions. No filters. On 

average, monthly resolution numbers, across all Crossref members, will therefore increase by 

about 25%. You can learn more about this change from our blog. 

 

Resolutions by month 

This section of the report provides the total number of resolutions per month for the past 12 

months, by prefix (count) and overall (all members). 
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This month's popular DOIs 

Below are the top 10 successfully resolved DOIs for this month. This list represents the most 

popular DOIs, as measured by the number of times each DOI was successfully resolved. 

Top 10 DOIs 
Successful Resolutions to 

DOI 

https://support.crossref.org/hc/en-us/articles/213197246?flash_digest=5402326874e4659a94c23aed6f35f63ccd0bf964
https://data.crossref.org/members_only/resolutionReport/10.25040_unres_2021-07.csv
https://www.crossref.org/blog/changes-to-resolution-reports/


10.25040/NTSH2021.01.21 26 

10.25040/NTSH2021.01.09 25 

10.25040/NTSH2021.01.05 25 

10.25040/NTSH2021.01.02 24 

10.25040/NTSH2021.01.16 23 

10.25040/NTSH2021.01.18 21 

10.25040/NTSH2021.01.13 21 

10.25040/LKV2021.01-02.051 21 

10.25040/NTSH2021.01.12 19 

10.25040/NTSH2021.01.07 19 

 

Resolutions by the numbers 

This section of the report provides the resolution counts for the report prefix. 

Resolutions attempts 2,187 

Resolved at Handle 1,854 

Handle Failures 333 

Resolved at local link server 0 

Unique DOIs attempted 702 

Unique DOIs resolved at handle 670 

Unique DOIs that failed at handle 32 

Unique DOIs resolved at local link server 0 

Key terms defined from this section 

 

Resolution attempts is the same as total "resolutions" above. 

Resolved at handle is the number of resolutions that successfully looked up at doi.org. 

Handle failures is the number of resolutions that failed to look up at doi.org, either due to a 

technical problem or because the DOIs did not exist. 

Resolved at local link server counts resolutions that were looked up at local link servers. 

 

Successful resolution counts by publication title 

The number of total DOI resolutions per title. 

Publication Title 
Total 

Resolutions 
Unique DOIs 

Acta Medica Leopoliensia 394 138 

Experimental and Clinical Physiology and Biochemistry 242 151 

Lviv clinical bulletin 430 193 

Medicne pravo 120 60 

Proceedings of the Shevchenko Scientific Society Medical sciences 178 85 

Proceedings of the Shevchenko Scientific Society. Medical Sciences 485 38 

Title Undetermined 5 5 

https://doi.org/10.25040/NTSH2021.01.21
https://doi.org/10.25040/NTSH2021.01.09
https://doi.org/10.25040/NTSH2021.01.05
https://doi.org/10.25040/NTSH2021.01.02
https://doi.org/10.25040/NTSH2021.01.16
https://doi.org/10.25040/NTSH2021.01.18
https://doi.org/10.25040/NTSH2021.01.13
https://doi.org/10.25040/LKV2021.01-02.051
https://doi.org/10.25040/NTSH2021.01.12
https://doi.org/10.25040/NTSH2021.01.07
http://doi.org/
http://doi.org/


Key terms defined from the failed resolutions report 

Unique DOIs attempted is the number of unique DOIs represented in the total "resolutions 

attempted" from above. 

Unique DOIs resolved at handle is the number of unique DOIs represented in the "resolved 

at handle" count from above. 

Unique DOIs that failed at handle is the number of unique DOIs represented in the "handle 

failures" count from above. 

Unique DOIs resolved at local link server is the number of unique DOIs represented in the 

"resolved at local link server" count from above. 

The attached file, if present, contains all of the DOIs that failed to resolve followed by the 

count indicating the number of times that DOI was attempted. 

"na" - means that data is not available for that month and type. 

Resolution failure rate 

The overall resolution failure rate (the percentage of DOI resolution attempts that failed) for all 

publishers is 3% and your failure rate is 15%. If your failure rate is significantly above zero or 

the overall average please investigate to determine the cause. 

Frequently asked questions (FAQs) about this resolution report. 

If you have problems with or questions about this report, please contact support@crossref.org. 

 

https://www.crossref.org/faqs/reports/#q7
mailto:support@crossref.org

